Current corrections for *The Tudor Tailor*

P4: Acknowledgements – the web site address is www.tudortailor.com

P7: para 3 - the reference to *The embarkation at Dover* should be *The field of the cloth of gold* ...

P8: The *Mary Rose* sank in 1545. P9: Table 1 – Tudor and Stuart

P10: caption for figure 7 - 'Detail from *The embarkation at Dover* ...' should be 'Detail from *The field of the cloth of gold* ...'

P16: The hose found at Alpirsbach, Germany are dated 1490-1529

P46: Caption for figure 18 should read - Saint Louis Art Museum. Museum Purchase.

P58: caption should read - *'Full length bias cut hose with slashed detail at knee. Worn with a short sleeved wool jerkin'*

P102: The pattern for the back lining for the trunkhose should read ‘cut 2’

P56: The sleeve is shown upside down. The 'open' marks are for the underarm gussets.

Page 63 – Instructions for doublets and jerkins. Step 7 should read ‘Pin skirt to bottom of doublet right sides together’.